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STAT EMS announced in August
it is providing zero tuition EMTBasic school. Something STAT
says is the first of its kind in the
State of Michigan for EMS.
“STAT is committed to its community and job growth locally and
one of the ways we can help the
community and
“STAT is
reach our goal is
the only
to provide EMTEMS service in the Basic school at a
tuition cost of
State of
zero dollars to
Michigan
that offers help jump start
such oppor- someone’s career
in pre-hospital
tunities”
medicine,” says
—-Anthony Joe Karlichek,
Sabourin
COO of STAT.
Joe adds that
EMS
STAT has a sigEducator nificant growth
plan over the
next several years of its operations and is seeking qualified individuals and having tuition be of
no cost to select candidates is

nership with Davenport
University where its
How the program works, acemployees receive 39
cording to STAT is, you must
college credits for atbe 18 years old, have a high
tending the University
school diploma or GED, no
for their Bachelor Defelony conviction, and sign onto
gree programs further
STAT EMS to be an EMS emsaving individuals over
ployee for 15 months following
$23,000.00 dollars in
graduation and successful comtuition costs of both
pletion of the National Registry
organizations.
testing.
STAT EMS is accepting
“We are creating opportunities
applications for the next
for people to enter EMS to gain
EMT-Basic Academy
experience, progress to becomclass which begins Seping a Paramedic at STAT, a
tember 8, 2014 and ends
nurse or even becoming a physiDecember 8, 2014.
cian. STAT is the only EMS
Academy seating is
service in the State of Michigan
limited.
that offers such opportunities
says,” Anthony Sabourin, EMS To enroll you can click
Educator. Tony adds that many on
of the EMT employees take
http://www.statems.net/
advantage of the Paramedic
emtbasic.asp
school STAT has because of it’s
You can also contact
costs and availability and flexiSTAT’s Department of
bility it offers.
“key”.

STAT officials also have a part-
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4th annual RESCUE 911 School major success for KIDS!
STAT, Hurley, and Genesee County Parks held its 4th annual Rescue 911 School! Over 120 children and 75 volunteers from many public safety
agencies were attendance. Thank you to Genesee Twp. PD/Fire, Flushing, Fenton, and Linden FD/PD, UM nursing and our sponsors!
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Does your medical or public safety agency need CPR and AED
training?
STAT EMS provides AHA CPR and
Automated External Defibrillation recertification training every second and
fourth Tuesday of each month.
The course is offered to fire, police,
nurses, physicians, and other identified
pre-hospital care providers in need of
renewal.
The class is designed to teach the skills
of CPR for victims of all ages including; ventilation with a barrier device, a
bag-mask device and oxygen use of an
AED, and relief of FBAO. It is intended for participants who provide
healthcare to patients in a wide variety
of settings.
Class times are from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00

p.m. and is located at 512 West Court
Street.

810.238.7672 ext. 215 or on-line at http://
www.statems.net/enrollment.asp

To learn more click on
http://www.statems.net/
ahacpraed.asp
More than 100 medical community members are trained
each month on CPR and Continued Education classes at
STAT.
If your medical facility, law
enforcement, fire personnel, or
physician staff is in need of
CPR and AED certification
please contact the Office of
EMS Education at

EMS Education office and Academy located
at 512 West Court Street—Downtown Flint

STAT Paramedic and EMT staff receive advanced training
STAT held multiple training days in June for their Paramedics and EMT Basics. STAT staff were trained that included
pulmonary diseases and diseases with pulmonary manifestation. They also practiced assessments and scenarios and
performed needle and surgical cricithyrotomy on porcine
lungs and tracheas. They also focused on ventilatory techniques, ventilator settings, and the effects of intrathoracic
pressure on the cardiovascular system. STAT staff also
dissected the hearts for a practical understanding.

“At STAT we have an expectation for clinical excellence and one of the
ways we can achieve this goal is to provide opportunities for our EMS
staff to practice their skills and educate them on the latest trends”, says
Jenna Gutierrez, NREMTP, Operations Lieutenant and Clinical Quality
Coordinator for STAT.
STAT officials say the training its staff receives far outreaches what
other EMS companies provide and this demonstrates the commitment to
higher learning and improving patient outcomes in Genesee County.

“At STAT we
have an
expectation
for clinical
Excellence”
——Jenna Gutierrez
Operations Lieutenant
and Clinical Quality
Coordinator for STAT

Porcine lungs and trachea training at STAT EMS
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STAT EMS supporting the Flushing Community

STAT EMS was a proud sponsor for the annual Flushing community carnival. STAT was on hand with the HMC/CMN/STAT
SPLASH ambulance, paramedic and EMS vehicles and numerous employees and staff walking in the parade to meet and thank the
community of Flushing for its continued support. STAT looks forward to next year!

Clinical Standards continue to increase at STAT EMS
STAT EMS Clinical Quality standards continue
to rise month over month. What does this mean?
“Our patients receive higher caliber and quality
of care in emergent and non-emergent situations,” says Kieth Rumbold, Director of Operations.
Each month STAT evaluates over 25 clinical
indicators such as I.V., drug administrations,
patient intubations, medical necessity documentation, and advanced treatments that includes
weekly field inspections of the EMS staff and are

measured against “Best Practices”. Year to date STAT has achieved an overall
94.29% clinical rating surpassing its 90% benchmarks.
“What makes this possible is the dedication of our EMS staff to provide the most
compassionate care possible. We train, train, train, and our staff really pitches in
to be the best it can be,” says Jenna Gutierrez, NREMTP Clinical Quality Coordinator. Jenna adds that our TEAM of Field Training Officers, medical direction
and assistance with the Genesee County Medical Control Authority also helps to
establish “Best Practices”.
“It’s a team effort”.

“Our patients
receive higher
caliber and
quality of care
in emergent
and nonemergent situations”
—-Kieth Rumbold
Director
Operations
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Hurley, STAT Ambulance use creativity, new technology to ramp
up specialty pediatrics transport
"We need to activate SPLASH."
That's what pediatric staff in Hurley Children's Hospital say when they need to use their specialized ambulance to transport a child
or pregnant mother to Hurley for emergency situations.
The colorfully decorated ambulance can be seen with "SPLASH" painted in multiple colors on the side of the ambulance alongside a starfish, crab and an underwater world.
SPLASH (Specialized Pediatric and Perinatal Life Support Ambulance Supporting Hurley Children's Hospital) is approaching its
one-year anniversary and officials are brainstorming ideas on how to make the ambulance even more high-tech and ahead of the
curve.
With the ambulance already transformed to meet the specific needs for babies, infants and expected mothers, Hurley and STAT
Ambulance staff are looking toward telemedicine, or video chatting, capabilities to communicate with Hurley staff while in transport.
"It really is becoming more efficient in terms of that patient care. We hope to soon be able to Skype if we are in a long transport,"
said Joe Karlichek, COO of STAT Ambulance. "That's something that no traditional ambulance that's on the road today has."
The blue walls, LED lighting and more open space takes away the doctor's room feeling of many ambulances and helps the experience be more personal, he said.
The ambulance will be used strictly for maternal, neonatal and pediatric adolescent patients. They could be transported from other
hospitals in Genesee County, neighboring counties or even Port Huron or Midland. However, Karlichek said they will go wherever they need to pick up a patient.
"It's been pretty awesome. We all think it's pretty cool that we have our own ambulance now," said Renay Gagleard, service line
administrator for Women & Children's Services. "You try to make it kid-friendly so they're not intimated or scared. It's a good
partnership (between Hurley and STAT). It takes more than you to do something. They believe in children like we do."
Having the SPLASH ambulance available at Hurley
around-the-clock helps reduce response time for the
vehicle to get on the road, Karlichek said. The team
doesn't have to constantly check if they have the proper
equipment.
“It really changed the dynamics of how we're taking
care of our population better."
Picture right: SPLASH pictured at
Hurley Medical Center and article
featured and in the Flint Journal and
MLive

New commercial unveiled to showcase STAT EMS services
STAT EMS unveils a brand new commercial to showcase the services it provides to
hospitals, SNF’s, and clients.
“It is important for the community to see
another side of STAT EMS, perhaps one
they are not familiar with and we are
pleased with the result,” says Joe Karlichek, COO of STAT.

ability of STAT resources such as ambulance, wheelchair, and specialty transportation is important for our hospital and Skilled Nursing Facilities to know who and
what we provide. Other local companies beat the drum to “call me” but when they
are called, they cannot provide the service and level of customer commitments
STAT can”. Marc adds we are excited to turn another page and has plans for
growth over the next several years.
Click on link to view the new commercial
http://youtu.be/lqWZCt7pMNQ

Marc Lund, CEO of STAT says, “Being
able to demonstrate the capacity and availPage 5
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“Committed to People”

Our Service
STAT EMS is Nationally Accredited through the Commission on Accreditation of
Ambulance Service or CAAS. Accreditation signifies that STAT EMS has met the
"gold standard" determined by the ambulance industry to be essential in a modern
emergency medical services provider. These standards often exceed those established by state or local regulation. The process included a comprehensive selfassessment and an independent outside review of STAT EMS. This independent
process provides verification to the County Board of Commissioners, city council,
township board members, medical community and others that quality care is provided to your community.
STAT provides basic and advanced (ALS, PALS, PHTLS, and BLS) emergent and
non-emergent transportation ambulance, wheelchair, and medical CAB services.
STAT expects to respond to more than 70,000 requests for services in 2014 and will
exceed more than 2.5 million miles on their fleet.
With more than 240 ambulance personnel, support staff and fleet of 70 vehicles,
STAT EMS is large enough to have extensive reach, yet small enough to still offer
personal and customized medical care and services.
Call STAT EMS today for all of your transportation and logistic needs!

New EMS personnel undergo physical agility examination
All new operations personnel undergo the
routine physical, background, drug, and
interview examination but one thing STAT
EMS instituted over a year ago was a
physical agility examination.

“Not many
EMS services have
these types
of rigorous
physical
agility exams”
————Kieth Rumbold
Director
Operations

“Not many EMS services have these types
of rigorous agility
exams and we feel it’s
very important not
only for our organization but for the patients
we are called upon in
their dire needs. The
last thing the patient
can afford is for our
staff to underperform
and EMS is a challenging and physical career,” says Kieth Rumbold, Director of Operations. We need to
be sure and confident
our staff can meet the

rigors of the job added Kieth.
“We are looking to perhaps institute the agility exam for all operations current staff
as a part of their annual performance review as well,” added Kieth.
The agility exam includes stretcher operations, equipment being carried through a
timed obstacle course, stairs and steps course, and continuous CPR on a manikin for
a number of minutes all of which the candidate must pass successfully to be considered for the next phase of training with their Training Officers.
Picture left:
Two new STAT EMS
recruits undergo
physical agility exam
under evaluation
from Chris Samon,
EMS Corporal who is
pictured center of
stretcher. These
candidate passed
their agility and
moved into the second phase of their
training with their
assigned Field Training Officer (FTO)

